III INTERNATIONAL MAXIBASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
“LA CARITA DE DIOS”
QUITO – ECUADOR 2022
LILACA FOUNDATION, INC.
“BETTER, TOGETHER”

FELLOW MAXIBASKETBALL FRIENDS AND BROTHERS
LILACA FOUNDATION, INC. would like to invite you to our:
III International Maxi-basketball Tournament “LA CARITA DE DIOS”, to be held from February 25th to
March 2nd, 2022 in Quito - Pichincha - Ecuador.

Divisions: Men & Women: 35+, 40+, 45 +, 50 +, 55 + & 60 +

Registration fee due Tuesday January 25th, 2022 $600.00 US dollars
PAYMENT METHOD:

•
•
•

CHASE BANK make deposit out to LILACA FOUNDATION, INC. account # 722101059
Western Union money transfer to Carlos Kiko Morlas Sr. (New York)
Paypal to ckmorlas@hotmail.com

ECUADOR:
• Banco Pichincha Checking Account # 2204640758 transfer to Martha Morlas ID. # 1303690661
marthace2005@yahoo.com
All delegations must arrive at Quito city no later than Tuesday, February 24.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24

• 4:00 pm Registration and delivery of credentials to delegates or representatives designated by
participating teams, (Players must have their credentials issued before game time)
• 7:00 pm Orientation Meeting, team representatives´ presence is compulsory.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25TH
. 8:30 am Competition starts. (games)
. 7:00 pm Opening Ceremony
Dear Maxibasketball players of Planet Earth, Quito awaits you with open arms.

Further information can be delivered via whatsApp
102-21 63rd Road Apt. LB2, Forest Hills NY 11375
Phone: +19178485080 Web: www.lilaca.org
E-mail: abueloscostazul@hotmail.com
Los Abuelos De Costazul Maxibasketball
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Quito, officially San Francisco de Quito, is the Capital of the Republic of Ecuador, capital of Pichincha Province and the oldest in South
America. It is the largest and most populous city in the country, with two million inhabitants in the urban area, and approximately 2.8 million
inhabitants throughout the canton. In addition; it is the cantonal head of the Metropolitan District of Quito. It is located on the Guayllabamba
valley, on the western slopes of the active Pichincha stratovolcano, in the eastern part of the Andes and its altitude is 2850 meters above sea level.
The city is divided into 32 urban parishes, 6 of which are subdivided into neighborhoods. Quito is the political, cultural and financial center of the
Republic of Ecuador, it houses the main governmental, administrative, cultural, financial, commercial agencies of the nation; the majority of
transnational companies that work in Ecuador have their headquarters in the city.

Quito is located in several valleys whose irregular terrain has an altitude ranging from 1800 meters above sea level, in the flat places; as in the
sector of Guayllabamba, going through heights of between 2200 masl; as in Cumbayá, 2550 meters above sea level; in Conocoto (Valley of the
Chillos), 2650 masl; in the El Condado sector (in the urban area of the city (in the main valley), 2820 meters above sea level in the Plaza Grande
(historic center) and 3600 meters above sea level; in the highest neighborhoods, such as the Libertad neighborhood in the city center. Some
foothills detached from the Andes mountain range, have formed in the main valley on which the city sits, a cloistered landscape, divided in its
central part by the hill of El Panecillo (3035 masl). east along the hills of Puengasí, Guanguiltagua and Itchimbía. As well as, the main mountain
chain belonging to the Pichincha volcano, which is located in the Andes Mountains, encloses the city in the long valley; to the west with its three
different elevations, Guagua Pichincha (4794 masl), Rucu Pichincha (4698 masl) and Condor Guachana, because of this the city has an
elongated shape, whose width does not exceed 8 km, while the district occupies a valley of 12 000 km². Elevation in the urban area in the main
valley is 2650 meters above sea level in the El Condado area; while the highest is the top of La Libertad at 3400 meters above sea level. While
the lowest point of the Metropolitan District is located in the Mashpi area less than 1000 meters above sea level.

Weather The city's climate corresponds to the subtropical highland climate, with many continental zed features ranging from arid and
temperate climates to humid and cold; Quito is divided into 3 zones; south, center, and north; where the south is the coldest place in the city
because it is the highest zone, the north is hot; where the highest temperatures always occur, and the center is mild. Quito's climate is divided into
2 seasons or stages; the winter with a prolonged period of rains with a high prevalence of atmospheric and climatic phenomena such as hail,
temperatures tend to drop drastically until they are even at 0 ° C, even, every year there is at least one snowy phenomenon on the outskirts of the
city in páramos located 4000 meters above sea level, the last one recorded in August 2019. The four-month dry season is the season where the
highest temperatures occur. Because it is 2800 meters high and is located in a valley near the equator, Quito maintains spring conditions
throughout the year. From June to September temperatures tend to be warmer, especially during the afternoon, while the rest of the year the
temperature is usually mild with temperatures ranging from 10 ° C to 27 ° C. Due to its geographical position, the city of Quito receives extreme
levels of solar radiation throughout the year, being one of the places on earth that receives it most, reaching up to 24 UVI (Ultra Violet Index)
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